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Aa
a (Article) used in mentioning some one or

something.
This is a cat.
I see a cat.

able He is able to do the work.

He can do the work.

about (1) The story is about a little girl.

about (2) It is about two o’clock.

above Above means over.

Jack hung a picture above his desk.

abroad Away from one’s home country over a wide
area.
My uncle stays abroad.

absent He is absent today.

He is not present today.

accept Give an affirmative answer.

If you commit a mistake accept it.

accident Drive carefully to avoid accident.

To avoid sudden damage and injury we
must drive carefully.

ache My stomach is aching.

I have continuous pain in stomach.
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2 A

acorn An acorn is the seed of an oak tree.

across He swims across the river.

He swims to the other side of river.

act I act in the play.

I  perform in the play.

active He is a very active boy in the class.

He is a very energetic boy.

add Add one more pencil in the box.

Put one more pencil to increase the number.

address Write down the address on the envelope.

Write down the particulars of where  you
live to deliver the mail.

adequate Put adequate salt to the dish.

Give sufficient quantity of the salt to taste.

admire Great leaders are admired by the people.

Great leaders are highly respected by the
people.

admission Admission of the outsiders is prohibited.

Outsiders are not allowed to enter.

admit He admits his mistake.

He accepts his mistake.

adult Adults have a right to vote.

All the grown ups have a right to choose
their representative.

advance Pay your monthly fees in advance.

Pay the money before the month starts.
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adventure River rafting is a great adventure for us.

advice His advice helps me a lot.

His suggestion is of great help to me.

afraid He is afraid of ghosts.

He is frightened of ghosts.

after (1) Summer comes after the winter season.

after (2) I came after you did.

I came later than you.

again You have done the same mistake again.

Repeatedly you do the same mistake.

against He is against my idea.

He opposed my idea.

age What’s your age?

How old are you ?

ago Long ago early men lived in caves.

In the past early men lived in caves.

agree My father has agreed to send me for a picnic.

My father has given me his consent for a
picnic.

ahead Go ahead to reach your destination.

Go further to reach your place.

aim Work hard to achieve your aim.

Set a target and work hard to achieve it.

air We need air to survive.

We need an invisible gas in the atmosphere
to survive.
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airplane An airplane is a machine that flies through
the air.
This is a kind of airplane.

airport I went to the airport to receive my brother.

I saw the place where planes land and take
off.

alarm We have installed a fire alarm in our  house.

We have a fire warning device in our house.

album A blank book for holding photographs.

I see the album which contains my
childhood photographs.

alive Plants need sunlight for living.

Plants need sunlight to remain alive.

all We all play together.

Every one should play together.

alligator Alligators live both in water and  land.

allow Don’t allow him to go outside at night.

Don’t give him permission of going  outside
at night.

almost He has almost finished his work.

He has very nearly finished his work.

alone Don’t cross the road alone.

Don’t cross the road without others being
present.

along The boy is walking along the road.

The boy is walking from one end of the road
to the other.
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already I am already late.

I am late before the time in question.

also He is also coming.

He is coming likewise.

always Always come on time.

Whatever the circumstances, come on time.

among He always  stays among his friends.

Ravi is always surrounded by his friends.

ancient Caves of Ajanta show the art of ancient
India.
Caves of Ajanta show the art of India of long
ago.

and My mother and I went to the market.

angry Don’t get angry over petty things.
angrier Control your anger to get success.
angriest

animal Anything that lives and is not a plant is an
animals animal.

A cow is an animal.
Animals live in jungles.

annoy Sometimes my behaviour annoys my
friends.

annual Take the syllabi of the annual examination.

Write down the syllabus of the yearly
examination.

another Give me another piece of cake.
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answer My brother is always ready with his answer.

My brother knows how to solve the question.

ant An ant is carrying sugar on its head.

Ant is an insect.

antenna An insect’s feeler.

Each ant has antennae.

any Choose any one from the two.

Choose one piece from the two.

apart Don’t sit apart from your class.

Don’t sit away from the class.

ape Tailless primates.

A gorilla is a kind of an ape.

appear At night the moon appears in the sky.

At night the moon comes out in the sky.
When I turn the television on, a picture
appears.

apple I like to eat green apple.

approve My teacher has approved of my project.

The project has been accepted by the teacher.

April After March comes April.

apron Wear an apron while cooking.

A piece of cloth worn to keep the clothes
clean.

aquarium I have an aquarium where I keep some
beautiful fishes.
A bowl of water to keep the fishes.
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arm He has hurt his arm.

His hand hurts.

around He ran around the fences.

arrive The train will arrive late.

art An artist expresses  his  idea through his art.

Painting is a kind of an art.

ashamed He was ashamed of his behaviour.

ask I have asked him to come.

asleep The baby is asleep on her mother’s lap.

The baby is not awake.

assemble Students have assembled in the ground.

Students are together in the ground.

ate I ate the cake last evening.

atom Atom is a tiny particle of chemical elements
which cannot be seen through the naked eye.

attend We are going to attend the function.

aunt My aunt loves me.

autumn Autumn is the season of festivals.

awake My mother is awake, don’t talk loudly.

My mother is not sleeping.

axe An axe is used for cutting down trees.

axes Woodcutter always carries axes.
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baby A baby is a very young child.

babies Little baby crawls on the ground.

bad Try to avoid bad company. Always make

worse good friends.

worst Something not good is bad.

bag The school bag is very heavy.

bake My mother bakes a chocolate cake for me
every now and then.

ball Boys love to play with a ball.

ballerina Russian ballerina is performed in the ballet.

balloon The air in the balloon keeps it inflated.

balloons On my birthday I decorate my room with
balloons.

band (1) I have a beautiful wrist band.

band (2) My brother plays guitar in a music band.

bangle Sita bought a gold bangle for her cousin.

bank Girls like to keep their  money in the bank.

A bank is a place where we keep money.

bar Cages are made with strong metal bars so
that the animals cannot get out.
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barber A barber cuts our hair.

bare Don’t walk bare footed.

barer Don’t walk without  shoes.
barest

bark (1) Dogs bark at strangers.

bark (2) Covering of a tree trunk.

The bark of the tree is very thick.

barn Farmers keep their grains in the barn.

barrel All the villagers have barrels in their home
to store oil.

baseball I like to play baseball.

There are nine players in a baseball team.

basket A container of holding or carrying things.

Keep the flowers in the basket.

bat (1) Bat flies at night.

bat (2) The bat is made up of wood.

I need a bat to play cricket.

bath I love to take hot water bath in winter.

bathroom Keep the bathroom clean.

Sometimes I take a toy boat with me into the
bathroom.

bathtub The bathtub in which I take a bath.

beach People like to take sunbath on the beach.

Watching sunset from the seashore is very
beautiful.
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beads The necklace is made of precious beads.

beans I love to eat beans.

Beans are a kind of vegetable.

bear (1) I saw a bear in the zoo.

Bear is a large heavy animal with thick fur.

bear (2) Trees bear fruits for us.

beat A drummer beats the drum with sticks.

beats A drummer hits the drum with sticks.
beating We heards the drums beating.
beat The gold is beaten out into thin strips.
beaten

beautiful She is very beautiful.

bed Go to your bed. We sleep on bed.

bee A bee has stung in my hand.

Bees make honey.

before Sit in the classroom before the bell rings.

beg The beggar begs for money.

He asks for some money.

beggar In front of every temple we find beggars.

begin The programme begins after the Principals’

begins address.
beginning Let’s start the programme.
began In the beginning it was fabulous.
begun She began her career as an actress.

behind The cat hid itself behind a box.
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believe I believe in God.

I have faith in God.

bell The bell rings at 12.00 noon for lunch.

belong He belongs to a royal family.

He is a member of a royal family.

below A river flows below the hill.

belt Without wearing a belt, your uniform is
incomplete.

bench Sit on the bench.

bend It is impossible to bend an  iron rod.
bends A blacksmith bends the iron into the shape

of an
bending axe.
bent

beneath The desk is beneath the lamp.

The desk is below the lamp.

berry I love to eat a berry. It is a small sweet fruit.
berries

beside I have a beautiful lamp beside my bed.

A lamp is lying next to my bed.

best This is the best story book, I have ever read.

better He is better than his brother.

between He sits between his parents.

He  sits in the middle of his mom and dad.
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beyond There is a mountain beyond the trees.

The mountain is farther away from the trees.

big A banyan tree is very big.
bigger
biggest

bill Pay the bill to the grocer.

biography She has read the biography of Indira
Gandhi.

biographies

bird Birds build nests on trees.

birthday I celebrate my birthday with my family.

bite Be careful of the street dogs, they will
bites bite.
biting The snake bit the charmer.
bit Reena, please stop biting your nails.
bitten He was bitten by a cat.

bitter Bitter gourd is bitter in taste.

blackboard A teacher writes on the blackboard.

blame Don’t blame me for your mistake.

If you commit a mistake accept it.

blanket We use blanket in winter.

blind The man is blind.

The man cannot see.

blister I burnt my finger and a blister appeared.

I burnt my finger and a small swelling
appeared.
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